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Monday, March & Meeting
V107 University of Alberta

Dr. Allan Clark- Department of Physics
University of Calgary

Topic- "Infra-Red Astronomy11

THE PRESIDENT 'S COLUMN

The Calgary Exchange Speaker- For our March meeting I am happy to
announce that Dr. Allan Clark from the University of Calgary will
address our Centre on a topic he assures me will touch upon virtually
every new exciting aspect of astronomy from quasars, the birth and
death of stars, the hidden parts of our Milky Way to cosmology itself.
Dr. Clark has long been interested in that part of the electromagnetic
spectrum between visible light and the radio frequencies and has
discovered :any new uses for the "infra-red."

Dr. K. Wright of the Dominion Astrophysical Observatory- Originally
scheduled for sometime late in February or early March'to give a talk
on the,"Origin of Double.. Stars" Dr. Wright has been unable to make it
to Edmonton for our March meeting however he indicates that he hopes
to be able to pass through Edmonton by the regular time for our April
meeting. It is not often that an astronomer of his stature is able to
address our group so we can certainly look forward to his visit.

Centre Representative Gary Finlay- The Calgary and Edmonton Centres
have for many years encouraged closer ties with each other by ex
changing guest speakers each Spr ng. Dr. Clark of the University.of
Calgary represents that city's contribution to fellowship and our
worthy representative for Calgary's May 20th meeting will be Gary
Finlay who gave us a fascinating but very sobering talk on "The
Mathematical Limitations of Interstellar Space Travel", Both
Centres will certainly gain by this year's exchange.

- F. C. Loehde

ff • ' '

"SOLID STARS" - Scientific American '

In the February Issue of Scientific American there is a facinating
article by Dr. Malvin Rudman of stars that have collapsed to size of
the earth yet still have masses compared to the sun.

These stars, essentially.in last stages of life' are so densely
packed that the gravitational attraction on their surfaces is a
hundred billion times stronger than our own gravity on earth. Because

, of this the surfaces of these stars are highly crystalline structures
subject to STAR QUAKES.



ASTROPHOTOGRAPHY >'•• ••••••'.'• • •'•' ••'•r-

Fortunately, many good photos of the moon and brighter planets can be
made without the use of a clock drive. -The actual method used for

photographing them will vary according to the type and amount of
equipment available to the astrophotographer. Four of these methods
can be summarized as follows: 1, Prime focus photography using a
single lens reflex, rangefinder or box-type camera .with a, reJ4DVabl^e,.... „.
lens. 2. Negative projection photography using a Barlow lens and the
same cameras. 3* ••••Eye-piece projection photography -"(positive pro«
jection), again using the same cameras. '4. Afocal photography '
using a camera with a non-removable lens,

. 'Before any of the above methods are discussed in detail, it should be
•-i'•'• mentioned 'that astro-photography is much easier if the camera is'

securely attached to the telescope. Special-devices• are available
from several different companies advertised in astronomical magazines,
such devices can also be home-made,

-'! Prime focus photography involves ;using only the objective lens of the
'i-K telescope; (or-'mirror if the scope is a reflector) along-with the
- camera body. If your camera is a single lens rSflex and your telescope
'a refractor you will have no problem. Remove both the eyepiece of the

°- telescope and the lens of the camera, and mount"the camera'body on the
telescope. -An extension tube, plus'a rubber or cardboard sheet with a
hols in it vrhould be used between the ca:'«&ra "••odj and empty drawtube of
'the telescope, in order-to Cut out sfray light (see diagram for neg
ative projection photography). Move the ;camera toward or away from
'the drawtube until the "image of the 'moon.or'planet is in sharp focus
oh; the ground-glass screen'of the camera. Set the shutter speed of
the camera (see exposure hints later in the"article), and click away.
A cable release or better still, a self-timer should be used to
activate the shutter, since vibrations could spoil the photo. Be
sure not to touch-the :scope until the shutter has clicked.

For prime focus photography with a refelecting telescope, the mirror
must be moved some distance forward in the.telescope tube so that the
image may be brought to a focus outside the drawtube of the telescope
(i.e. the image must be brought to a focus at-the film'plane. of,:.the :....:..
camera attached to the scope). Thus, to use a reflector for prime
focus photography, the telescope must either have an adjustable mirror
cell or an extra set of holes •"drilled-'' in 'the scope tube" to accommodate
the new position of the cell.

Using, a rangefinder or box type camera x/ith prime focus\ photography is
more difficult but not impossible. Remove the lens of: the camera and

- mount -the unloaded camera'on. the telescope, 'Open the' camera back and
.'•-•place: a piece of groundglass against the film plane,1 Open the camera

shutter using the "B" setting and move the oamera toward or away f rom
the drawtube until the image is in focus. Lock the camera in position,
close the shutter, load the film and close the camera back. You are
now ready to shoot. Before you do, however, check the finder scope
(which should have been aligned with the main telescope) and put the
telescope "on target" again.



In prime focus photography be sure to use line-grain film especially
if the focal length of your objective lens or mirror is short, ' Prime
focus photography will only resolve reasonably large craters on the
moon unless j^our telescope -has a very long focal length. Photography
of the smaller cr,veers (or planetary detail) requires an extension
of the main lens of the telescope.

NOTE; THIS ENDS PART ONE OF THIS ARTICLE SUBMITTED BY DAVID ROLES —
PART T ;0 7ILL APPEAR IK THE NEXT ISSUE OF STARDUST5. (ED.).

• - '••-'•

DISQULJT.ING THOUGHTS #6

1JHEN STROLLING THROUGH THE• PARK—Most parks have a statue or two,
benches, flowers, a cannon, an Honor Roll of U.W. I and lif.W, II dead,
a .few winos, and lots and lots of pigeons.' Living in the city, one
sees thousands of pigeons each day , . . but have you ever seen a
baby pigeon? No? Ask around and you'll soon realize that no one
has ever seen a baby pigeon. No oneI Not even once,1 Then, consider
this: Perhaps the pigeons you see are the babies. The fully matured
pigeons are HUGE with wingspans up to. 11 feet, eating whole Buttercorns
in a single bite, carrying off Puerto Rican babies in their claws . . •

(Reprinted from National Lampoon, August 1970 issue-.)

EDITOR'S MESoAGE

It seems once again that we have a fairly successful issue of
"Stardust", and I would like to thank all the contributors, E'e are
now able to do pictures, photographs, diagrams etc,,' for "Stardust",,
and we would like to see-, more contributions of these.

At the general assembly (1970) in Edmonton, Rick Lavery presented
a paper called "Variable Interests". This paper studies some of the
problems associated with variable star observing (and observers).
Speculations were made as to the causes of the diminishing breed of
amateurs, called Canadian AAVSO' ers, or variable star observers in
general. The solution was then tried out on the Ottawa Center members
and the results were shown, .'.'hen Mr. Lavery was approached by
C0C0CA to formally introduce the program, he received permission,
and the program is now ready to go. Here are a few of the essential
details:

1. Binoculars are needed.

2. Know how to find the constellations of Hercules and Orion.

3. There are 2 sets of variables- a summer set (g Hercules, RR
Corona Borealis) and a winter set (W Orionis., CK Orionis,
RX Leporis).

4. The whole kit (including charts and instructions, etc.) is
available for 30$. (The actual cost of the 2 charts from the
AAVSO



5. The kit is available from:

Rick Lavery,

It would be very good to.see some interest and some observing done
in Edmonton in this field.

The April issue of "Stardust" will probably be just a bulletin
announcing the general meeting, but the May issue should be larger.

Anyone building a telescope should find this month's article on
"A New Telescope Mount," helpful. If.anyone needs help in interpreting
instructions; or would like to see this mount, contact Brian Dowling.

Anyone needing general help in'building a telescope, contact Bob
Blaxley (phone 434-1804), who will be able to refer you to someone...

We would like to see,' it possible, more contributions for "Stardust",-,
as our files have become'quite empty, :.' •

This is a last plea. If anyone in the centre would be interested
in corresponding with'the Windsor Astronomy Klub; (W.A..K.), please
contact me for the address.

And last but not least, for those of us who did some planning to
observe the lunar eclipse, well, better luck next time.

As usual, Articles, contributions and etceteras can be sent to
Brian'Dowling, 1965-Strathearn Drive, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada,
North America, Western Hemisphere etc.

••••

- Brian Dowling
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Observatories In Edmonton Part 3

A Wew> Te£&6cope \ko\xnt

The mount to be described is easy to build, and requires little labour
yet it works just as well as more expensive machined mounts.

It is an adaptation of a pillow block mount which is described in,
How To Mount Your Telescope, a book by the Edmund Scientific Company.

What You Need

1. 2 Pillow Block Bearings
2. 2 Flange unit type bearings.
3. 1 Pipe Tee
4. 2 nipples to fit tee.
5. 3 Flanges.
6. 1 6-inch piece of pipe.
7. Wood for base, (8 to 11 feet)
8. Cold rolled steel shafts.

Approximate Prices

-10:00
-10:00

- 2:50
- .50-1.00

- 4:50

- .68
- 4.00 to 6.00

5.00
approximate total cost $36.68

(All costs are based on 1 7/16 -inch pipe fittings, bearings, steel
shafts, and 6 X 6-inch beam wood for the mount.)

Completed Telescope Mount



The parts are assembled as follows;

Lot-K.

It TEE

Equitonal Head
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The lock for the declination axis can be a 1/4-20 screw eve
which is screwed into a tapped, 13/64-inch hole. y
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Pillow Block Bearing Unit

Details of Flange Unit bearing showing
how pipe fitting is welded to'shaft, and
attached to Flange.

(Vi R.A Lock.

P'LLOIU l&loiKs

PoLAfl SHAFT iTi'n

^A-S*"

Details of Base showing how mount can
be adapted for a clock drive, and used
for astrophotography.
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ASTRONOMICAL GOSSIP // 4

DID YOU JdiCW THAT
- • • •- *

.....if the earth would stop spinning, all the water would run down
'0; to-the-north and south poles. • •'.-.»<

. ... , •, .;•:•..

the apparent annual shift of position for the nearest star is called
heliocentric parallax.

—

the planet earth (and all other planets) have at least 6 different
motions,-rotation-revolution-precession-in local group ofstars-
with local group of stars-with the i-iilky 'Jay;

,.,.,the maximum number of meteors strikes the. earth at.6:00 A.M*

the size of our Galaxy was largely determined by means of period-
luminosity relation of the RR Lyrae stars. • ••••

.Sirius belongs to a galactic cluster called the Big Dipper, and
it contains about 40 stars.

the Orion nebulae contains a mass of gas equivalent to 100.000 suns.

the slaughter stone and the Heel stone, are part of. otonehenge

.....one of the most important discoveries in physical science, was the
discovery of the aberration of 11Jit in the year 1727, by the
English astronomer James Bradley.

Chromosphere means "colored sphere" and that Photosphere means
"sphere of light.". . . •-

. ;.'• • . .'•...•

,-. M.# Dostal

ASTRONOMICAL QUIZ

1. How much further ahead is Yukon Standard Time from Eastern Standard?
2. is the date of Ash ''ednesday.
3. Theta is the 9th letter of the Greek alphabet, true or false?
4. 1 Angstrom Unit is equal to cm.
5. miles is the diameter of Uranus,
6. The most recently-discovered moon of Saturn is .
7. Satellite V of Jupiter was discovered in .
8. The magnitude of oinus is .
9. Messier 41 is in the constellation of .

10. is the liiiiting magnitude for 4s inch reflector.
11. The first pulsar discovered was __, ,.
12. The of the Earth is 6378 kilometers.
13. The velocity of light is .
14. Stefan's Constant is equal to .
15. - 51 .2458 "



Answers- 1, 4 hrs., 2, February 24, 3. False,..$tl\ letter, 4. 10""° cm.
5. 6. Janus, 7. 1892, 8, -1,42, 9. Canis Major

10. -11.2, 11. CP1914, 12. •equatorial radius, 13. 2.9 x 1010
lea/sec, 14. 5.6 x 10-5 c.g.s. "unit's, 15. 1 radian

OBSERVING NOTES (March)

Mercury - During the last part of the month, it is visible low in the.
west just after sunset.

Venus - On the 15th, it is a morn ng star rising just a couple of hours
• before the sun.

Mars - It is in Saggitarius and rises About 5 hours before the sun..
Jupiter - Rises an hour or so before Mars, and is in scorpus •**<.
Saturn - In Aries it is well past the meridiun and sets an hour or so

before midnight. .. 'v*
Uranus - On the 15th it is in R.A. 12h 64m, Dec. 14°12's
Neptune - On the 15th it is in R.h. I6h 05m, Dec. 19°07»s.
On the 21st of the month, spring officially begins, • .

OBSERVING NOTES (April)
1 •- » i 4 i .-

Mercury - On the 1st it is about 19° above the western horizon at sun
set. Mercury will easily be seen during the 1st week of'the'
month'-low in the west after sunset, ,-,

Venus - Rises about 2g hours before the sun.
Mars - Rises about 4 hours before the sun,
Jupiter - In Scarpius it rises about three hours alter sunset,
Uranus - On the 15th it is in R.A. 12h. 41m. Dec. 3°41's
Neptune - R.A. I6h. 04m. Dec. 19°01's on the 15th. '"•'
On Thursday, 15 hours (E.S,T.J, the Lyrid meteors will reach a peak.

'•.••;.
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TOPIC - Dr. A. Clark will speak on "INFRA-RED ASTRONOMY".




